CLAIRLEA-WESTVIEW SOCCER CLUB

INDOOR SOCCER RULES 2002/2003


Common sense shall prevail at all times

LAW #1	THE FIELD OF PLAY

The playing field is dictated by the size of the Gymnasium. The walls of the gymnasium are part of the playing field, except where one area of the floor space may be assigned to spectators, in which case a line on the floor will be designated as the limit of the playing field.
The ball shall be considered out of play when:
		-	It hits any overhead obstruction
		-	It crosses the line designated as the limit of the field
		-	It is touched by a spectator.

LAW #2	THE BALL

The ball shall be an indoor type ball of the following size:

		-	Size 4		Under 6
		-			Under 8
		-			Under 10
		-	Size 5		Under 14
					Under 16

LAW #3	DURATION OF GAME

The games shall consist of two equal halves of the following duration:

		-	Under 6		15 min
		-	Under 8		20 min
		-	Under 10	25 min
		-	Under 12	30 min
		-	Under 16	30 min

Half time not to exceed 5 minutes.
Time shall be extended to allow a penalty kick to be taken in either half.

Any change to this rule must be approved by the league convenor and the referee.

LAW #4	TEAMS

Teams shall consist of 5 players and a goalkeeper
			
No team may start a game with less than 5 players. Both team shall play with an equal number of players

Any player who is late and arrives after half time is ineligible to play in the second half. If the player arrives before the end of the first half they are eligible to play the remainder of the game.

LAW #5	SUBSTITUTES

All players must get equal playing time per game.

When substitutes are available, with the possible exception of the goalkeeper, no one player shall be allowed to play for the whole game.

Substitutions may be made at any stoppage in play at the discretion of the referee, but if there has been no stoppage in play the referee will blow the whistle at least every five minutes, in order to facilitate substitutions. 

No substitution shall be allowed for a player sent off by the referee.


LAW #6	PLAYER EQUIPMENT

A player shall not wear any article which in the opinion of the league convenor or referee is dangerous to other players.

Shorts, shin guards, and indoor running shoes with soft toes, shall be worn by all players.
Team shirts shall bear suitable contrasting colours

The goalkeeper may be required to wear colours which distinguish him/her from other players, at the discretion of the referee.


LAW #7	THE PLAY

A	Kick-off shall be determined by the flip of a coin. The team winning the flip will have the
	choice of ends or kick-off 

B	Each team shall be in its own half of the field until the kick-off is taken.
	The game is started when one player kicks the ball in such a manner that it travels a
	distance equal to one circumference of the ball, the game will be deemed to be started at this time.

A player, having kicked off shall not touch the ball again until it has first been touched by another player, 	(team mate or opponent).

	The kick-off may be taken forward, laterally, or backwards, in indoor soccer.

All opposing players of the player kicking off shall be at least 2 meters distant from the ball when the kick is taken.

C	The second half shall be started in the same manner as described in 7B, but by the opposing team.

D	Only the goalkeeper is allowed in the goal crease area.
	All others who enter the goal crease will have a free kick awarded against them.

EXCEPTION:	In the Under 6 age group the goal crease rule will not apply, but when the goal keeper has control of the ball, the play will be stopped by the referee and a goal kick awarded.

Law #7 Continued

E	There shall be no slide tackling or body checking.

F	Players cannot use their arms on the walls to hold an opposing player off the ball.

G	The goal keeper may not kick or throw the ball past the center line unless it first bounces 	on his/her side of 	center. A free kick will be awarded to the opposing team at center.

LAW #8	OBJECT OF THE GAME

	To score more goals than the opposing team.

	In the event that each team scores an equal number of goals, the result is declared a 	
	“draw”.

	Three points are awarded for a win.
	One point is awarded for a draw.

LAW #9	SCORING A GOAL

A goal shall be awarded to a team when they succeed in propelling the ball wholly over the opponents goal 	line, between the goal posts and under the cross bar, without violating the rules as set out in this document.

	A Player putting the ball into his/her own net shall have such a goal credited to the opposing team.

	THE REFEREE’S DECISION IS FINAL	


LAW #10	OFFSIDE

	There is no offside in indoor soccer.


LAW #11	FREE KICKS

A	All free kicks shall be indirect.

B	The ball shall be deemed to be in play when it has traveled a distance equal to one circumference, and may be played by all players EXCEPT the player taking the free kick until it has been touched by another player on the field at the time.	

C	When a player is taking a free kick, all opposing players shall remain a minimum of 2 meters from the ball 	until the kick has been taken.

D	When taking a free kick a player may play the ball forward, sideways, or backwards.

E	A free kick cannot be taken by an attacking team within 2 meters of the goal crease of the defending team.

Law #11 Continued

F	No free kick shall be taken directly on goal.
If a free kick, (including the return of an out-of-bounds ball),  is taken directly on goal and touches a player in the goal crease – including the goal keeper and proceeds into the goal, the goal will be disallowed and a free kick awarded to the opposing team. If the ball deflects off of a player outside the goal crease and goes into the goal, the goal stands.


LAW #12	FREE KICKS, CAUTIONS AND ORDERING OFF OFFENSES

A free kick shall be awarded to the opposing team of any player who commits any of the 	following offenses:

	A	Kicks or attempts to kick an opponent.
	B	Trips or attempts to trip an opponent.
	C	Jumps at or charges an opponent.
	E	Slide tackles an opponent.
	F	Obstructs an opponent from the ball.
	G	Strikes or attempts to strike an opponent
	H	Holds an opponent.
	I	Pushes or attempts to push an opponent.
	J	Indulges in tactics, which in the opinion of the referee are time wasting so as to give his/her
team an unfair advantage.
	K	Handles the ball intentionally with his/her hands or any part of their arm.
	L	Heading in a dangerous manner or in a manner which may cause injury.
	M	Enters an opponents goal crease thereby interfering with play.
	N	When the goalkeeper after saving the ball in his/her goal area, and rolling the ball back into
play kicks the ball a second time (before another player has touched it).
	O	When a player taking a free kick intentionally kicks the ball at an opponent.
	P	When a player other than the goalkeeper plays the ball inside the goal crease.

NOTE:	A player shall be sent off the field of play if in the opinion of the referee:

		-  a player has attempted to injure another player
		-  a player persistently infringes the laws of the game after having received a caution
		-  a player shows by word or action, dissent from any decision given by the referee.
		-  a player is guilty of violent conduct or serious foul play.
		-  a player uses foul or abusive language.

LAW #14	BALL IN AND OUT OF PLAY

The ball shall be out of play when the referee has stopped play and shall be put into play by a dropped ball.

	The ball shall be in play if it rebounds off of the cross bar or goalpost into the field of play.

	The ball shall be in play if it rebounds off of the referee while he/she is in the field of play.

	The ball is out of play if it goes behind the net and shall be put back in play by the goalkeeper.

Law #14 continued

The ball is out of play when it has wholly crossed the side line and shall be returned to play by a kick-in by the team opposing the player who last touched it.

The ball is out of play if it touches the ceiling or any other overhead obstruction and shall be returned to play by a free kick by the team opposing the player who last touched it.


LAW #15	PENALTY KICKS

	A penalty kick will be awarded when any of the offenses listed under LAW #12
	occur in the penalty area.

A penalty kick will also be awarded for too many players on the field, if in the opinion of the referee one team is seeking to gain an unfair advantage. 

A penalty kick will also be awarded against any team whose player is sent off for violent conduct or serious foul play.

A penalty kick will be awarded when a defender enters the goal crease and physically stops a ball from entering the goal net, (the goal keeper either having been beaten or is out of position).

Penalty kicks shall be taken from a spot directly in front of the goal and 6 meters from the goal line, (except for the under 6 age group where the distance from the goal line will be 10 feet).

The player taking the kick shall kick the ball once toward his/her opponents goal and may not touch the ball a second time.

If the ball enters the goal the referee will award a goal to the team taking the kick. The game shall be restarted at center by the opposing team.

If the ball misses the goal, or fails to reach the goal, or the goalkeeper saves a goal from being scored, (whether or not he/she keeps possession of the ball), the referee shall decide NO GOAL. The game shall be restarted by the goalkeeper on the defending team from his/her goal area.




	THE REFEREE’S DECISION IS FINAL.

	IF NOT DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE F.I.F.A RULES SHALL APPLY.



